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Abstract

Introduction Clinical prediction models estimate the

risk of having or developing a particular outcome or dis-

ease. Researchers often develop a new model when a

previously developed model is validated and the perform-

ance is poor. However, the model can be adjusted

(updated) using the new data. The updated model is then

based on both the development and validation data. We

show how a simple updating method may suffice to update

a clinical prediction model.

Methods A prediction model that preoperatively predicts

the risk of severe postoperative pain was developed with

multivariable logistic regression from the data of 1944

surgical patients in the Academic Medical Center

Amsterdam, the Netherlands. We studied the predictive

performance of the model in 1,035 new patients, scheduled

for surgery at a later time in the University Medical Center

Utrecht, the Netherlands. We assessed the calibration

(agreement between predicted risks and the observed fre-

quencies of an outcome) and discrimination (ability of the

model to distinguish between patients with and without

postoperative pain). When the incidence of the outcome is

different, all predicted risks may be systematically over- or

underestimated. Hence, the intercept of the model can be

adjusted (updating).

Results The predicted risks were systematically higher

than the observed frequencies, corresponding to a differ-

ence in the incidence of postoperative pain between the

development (62%) and validation set (36%). The updated

model resulted in better calibration.

Discussion When a clinical prediction model in new

patients does not show adequate performance, an alter-

native to developing a new model is to update the

prediction model with new data. The updated model will be

based on more patient data, and may yield better risk

estimates.

Résumé

Introduction Les modèles de prédiction clinique éva-

luent le risque de présenter ou de manifester un devenir ou

une maladie en particulier. Les chercheurs élaborent

souvent un nouveau modèle lorsqu’un modèle élaboré

précédemment est validé mais que ses performances sont

peu concluantes. Toutefois, un modèle peut être ajusté (mis

à jour) aux nouvelles données. Le modèle mis à jour est

ensuite basé aussi bien sur les données d’élaboration que

de validation. Nous montrons comment une méthode simple

de mise à jour peut suffire à mettre à jour un modèle de

prédiction clinique.

Méthode Un modèle de prédiction qui prédit avant

l’opération le risque de douleur postopératoire grave a été

élaboré à l’aide de la méthode de régression logistique

multivariée appliquée aux données de 1944 patients chir-

urgicaux du Centre médical universitaire d’Amsterdam,

aux Pays-Bas. Nous avons étudié la performance
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prédictive du modèle chez 1 035 nouveaux patients qui

devaient subir une chirurgie plus tard au Centre médical

universitaire d’Utrecht, aux Pays-Bas. Nous avons évalué

le calibrage (accord entre les risques prédits et les fré-

quences observées d’un devenir) et la discrimination

(capacité du modèle de distinguer entre les patients avec

ou sans douleurs postopératoires). Lorsque l’incidence du

devenir est différente, tous les risques prédits peuvent être

systématiquement sur- ou sous-estimés. Ainsi, le point

d’intersection du modèle peut être ajusté (mise à jour).

Résultats Les risques prédits étaient systématiquement

plus élevés que les fréquences observées, ce qui correspond

à une différence de l’incidence des douleurs postopéra-

toires entre les données d’élaboration (62 %) et celles de

validation (36 %). Le modèle mis à jour a généré un

meilleur calibrage.

Conclusion Lorsqu’un modèle de prédiction clinique

chez de nouveaux patients ne génère pas une performance

adaptée, une alternative à l’élaboration d’un nouveau

modèle consiste en la mise à jour du modèle de prédiction

avec de nouvelles données. Le modèle mis à jour sera basé

sur davantage de données patients, et pourrait donner de

meilleures estimations des risques.

Clinical prediction models or risk scores are developed to

estimate or predict a patient’s risk of having (diagnosis) or

developing (prognosis) a particular outcome or disease.

Such models have become increasingly popular in anes-

thesiology, critical care, and surgery.1–3 The best known

risk score is undoubtedly the Apgar score.4 Others include

the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation

(APACHE) score,5 Simplified Acute Physiology Score

(SAPS),6 Framingham risk score,7 Ottawa ankle rule,8 and

risk scores for predicting postoperative vomiting9 and

pain.10 Any prediction model tends to show optimistic

predictive accuracy in the data from which it was devel-

oped. A simple Medline search using a suggested search

strategy11 revealed numerous examples of prediction

models showing lower accuracy when applied in new

subjects across all medical domains.12–19 The decrease in

accuracy varied, but was often large enough to adversely

affect patient management and outcome.

Hence, it is widely recommended that any prediction

model should first be validated in new subjects before

application in practice.1–3,18,20,21 New subjects can be used

at a later period from the same institute (temporal valida-

tion); from another institute, city, or country (geographical

validation); or from another level of care, e.g., primary vs.

secondary care (transmural validation).

While the number of studies developing prediction

models is sharply increasing, a smaller number of pre-

diction models have been validated.3 Researchers

frequently use their data set simply to develop their ‘own’

prediction model, without first validating existing models.

If researchers do validate existing models and discover

poor performance for their data or setting, they often

proceed to develop a new model by re-estimating the

predictor-outcome associations or even by repeating the

entire selection of important predictors. For example,

there are over 60 published models aiming to predict

outcome after breast cancer22 and about 25 for predicting

long-term outcome in neurotrauma patients.23 This prac-

tice is problematic for several reasons. First, developing a

different model per time period, hospital, country, level of

care, etc., makes prediction research particularistic and

non-scientific. Second, prior knowledge is not used opti-

mally, i.e., predictive information captured in the original

model is neglected. Finally, validation studies commonly

include fewer patients than the corresponding develop-

ment study, making the new model more subject to

limitation and, thus, even less comprehensive than the

original model.

The principle of using prior knowledge has been rec-

ognized in etiologic and intervention research where

meta-analyses are common. But prior knowledge can also

be effectively used in prediction research. When a pre-

diction model performs inadequately in another

population or setting, it has been shown that the model

can often be ‘updated’ (adjusted) using the new data to

improve its performance in that population.24,25 Such an

updated model is based on both the development and the

validation data. Unfortunately, these updating methods

are seldom used in applied clinical research. Several

updating methods can be distinguished by the extent to

which they vary in their comprehensiveness, as is

reflected by the number of variables that are adjusted or

re-estimated. In the simplest updating method, only one

variable of the original prediction model is adjusted,

while in the more extensive methods, the effects of

several predictors are adjusted or additional variables are

considered.

Given the considerable increase in the number of pub-

lished prediction models across all medical domains (the

number will increase with the introduction of electronic

patient records),26–28 we thought it important to re-

emphasize how a simple updating method can effectively

adjust a prediction model to local circumstances. The

prediction model described herein was developed to predict

severe postoperative pain; however, the methodology can

be applied to many types of prediction models across

medical domains. The following is an example of a
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situation where a difference in the primary outcome leads

to reduced performance.

Methods

Patients

Moderate to severe acute postoperative pain occurs fre-

quently after surgery. Incidences of up to 50% in inpatients

and 40% in outpatients (patient who undergo ambulatory

surgery) have been reported.29–31 Risk-based prophylactic

treatment could reduce the frequency of postoperative pain.

A prediction model that preoperatively predicts the risk of

severe postoperative pain was developed with multivari-

able logistic regression. The model was thoroughly

developed from the data of 1,944 surgical patients selected

in the Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Nether-

lands (development set). That data set has been reported

previously.10–32 Severe acute postoperative pain (herein

named ‘postoperative pain’) was defined as a score C6 at a

numerical rating scale (0 indicates no pain at all, and 10

indicates the most severe pain imaginable), which occurred

at least once within the first hour after surgery. The pre-

diction model is presented as an original regression

formula (Box 1) and as an easy-to-use score chart (Fig. 1).

Predictor Score per predictor 
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0

Fig. 1 Score chart to predict

the risk of severe acute

postoperative pain for inpatients

and outpatients. The scores per

predictor were derived by

multiplying the regression

coefficients by 5 and rounding

to the nearest integer. A sum

score can be calculated for each

patient by adding the scores that

correlate to the patient’s

characteristics. The total sum

score can be linked to the

patient’s individual risk using

the box in the lower part.

Consider, for example, an

inpatient setting

(intercept = -0.42,

corresponding score = 0), a

female patient (b = -0.004,

score = 0) of age 64

(b = -0.009 * 64 = -0.576,

score = -3), with a

preoperative pain score of 7

(b = 0.11 * 7 = 0.77,

score = 4), who is scheduled

for a high pain procedure

(b = 1.05, score = 5) with a

small expected incision size

(b = 0, score = 0), who has a

preoperative anxiety score of 16

(b = 0.05 * 16 = 0.8,

score = 4), and a preoperative

need for information score of 4

(b = -0.05 * 4 = -0.20,

score = -1). The intercept plus

the regression coefficients times

the predictor values total 1.42

using the formula in Box 1,

yielding a predicted risk of pain

of 1/(1 ? e-1.42) = 80%. The

total score is 9, which results in

a risk of postoperative pain of

81%. Reprinted with permission

from Janssen et al.32
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We studied the predictive performance of the model in

1,035 new patients (validation set), to test whether or not

the model could be generalized across time and place. This

data set has been presented and analyzed elsewhere.32 As a

minimum of 100 events are required to detect changes in

the predictive performance between two sets, our valida-

tion set was large enough for this purpose.33 The patients in

our validation set were scheduled for surgery more recently

(between February and December 2004) and in a different

academic hospital (University Medical Center, Utrecht, the

Netherlands), i.e., temporal and geographical validation.

The study was approved by the institutional medical ethics

committee, and all patients gave written informed consent

for their participation.

Statistical analyses

We considered two aspects of the performance of the

prediction model in the validation set, i.e., calibration and

discrimination.

Calibration

Calibration is the agreement between the risks predicted by

the model and the observed frequencies of an outcome. It

can be graphically assessed with a calibration plot, with the

predicted probabilities representing the independent varia-

ble and the observed frequencies representing the dependent

variable. The plot ideally rests exactly on the 45� line,

implying that the predicted risks are equal to the observed

frequencies. However, when the incidence of the outcome is

lower in the validation set, all predicted risks may be

systematically overestimated. In that situation, the intercept

(that reflects the risk of the outcome not explained by the

covariates) of a prediction model can easily be adjusted,

such that the mean predicted risk equals the observed inci-

dence in the validation set.34 This modification is called

‘updating’, which means that the model is adjusted to the

new circumstances and combines the information captured

in the original model with the information (lower outcome

incidence) of the new patients.24,25

The correction factor for the intercept is estimated in the

validation set and is based on the mean predicted risk and

the incidence in the validation set.

Correction factor ¼ ln

 
incidence in validation set

1� incidence in validation set

�

mean predicted risk in validation set

1�mean predicted risk in validation set

!

This correction factor equals the natural logarithm of the

odds ratio of the mean observed incidence and the mean

predicted risk. The correction factor simply needs to be

added to the intercept of the original model (Box 1) when

the model is applied to the new patients. Consequently, in

the simplified score chart, the new intercept also needs to

be adjusted to an easy to use number.

Discrimination

Discrimination is the ability of the model to distinguish the

patients with postoperative pain from patients without

postoperative pain and is quantified with the area under the

Box 1 Original regression model to predict the risk of severe acute postoperative pain for inpatients and outpatients, where -0.42 is the

intercept, and the other numbers are the regression coefficients (b) of each predictor or interaction term. Female gender, types of surgery,

expected incision size C10 cm, and ambulatory surgery equal 1, if true, and 0, otherwise. Separate regression coefficients (b) for gender and type

of surgery were estimated for inpatients and outpatients, as the effect of these predictors differed across in- and outpatients (interaction terms)

⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎜⎜⎝

⎛
− painofrisk

painofrisk

1
log  = linear predictor =  

−0.42 − 0.004*female gender − 0.009*age + 0.50*low pain surgery + 0.92*moderate pain 

surgery + 1.05*high pain surgery + 1.72*highest pain surgery + 0.39*expected incision size 

≥ 10 cm + 0.11*preoperative pain score + 0.05*APAIS anxiety score − 0.05*APAIS need for 

information score − 0.70*ambulatory surgery + 0.67*ambulatory surgery*female gender

− 0.10*ambulatory surgery*low pain surgery − 0.47*ambulatory surgery*moderate pain surgery

− 0.07*ambulatory surgery*high pain surgery − 1.51*ambulatory surgery*highest pain surgery. 

Risk of pain = 1/(1+e−linear  predictor)
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receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). An

AUC ranges from 0.5 (no discrimination; same as flipping

a coin) to 1.0 (perfect discrimination). The AUC of a

prediction model is measured after ranking all subjects in a

data set based on their predicted risk and estimating the

extent to which these predicted risks are different between

subjects, with and without the outcome. The AUC is a rank

order statistic.35,36

Results

One-third (36%) of the patients in the validation set

reported severe pain, compared to 62% of the patients in

the development set (Table 1). The distribution of most

predictors was similar in the two data sets, although,

compared to patients in the development set, patients in the

validation set were slightly older (47 vs. 43 years,

respectively), had ambulatory surgery more often (43% vs.

28%, respectively) and had a lower incidence of large

surgical incisions (7% vs. 37%, respectively).

Calibration

Prediction models usually show good calibration in the

development set, which was also the case for the postop-

erative pain model (Fig. 2a). However, the model showed

insufficient calibration when tested in the patients of the

validation set (Fig. 2b). Predicted risks were systematically

higher than observed frequencies. The question arises as to

how this happened.

The systematically overestimated risk in the validation

set of the prediction model corresponds to the difference in

incidence of postoperative pain between the development

set (62%) and the validation set (36%). Since the incidence

was 36%, and the mean predicted risk of the patients in the

validation set was 57%, the correction factor was:

ln
0:361

1� 0:361

�
0:577

1� 0:577

� �
¼ ln 0:414ð Þ ¼ �0:89

The correction factor was added to the intercept of the

original model (Box 1), which yields the (new) intercept

of -0.42 - 0.89 = -1.31, that should be used when

applying the model to the patients in the validation set.

Consequently, in the simplified score chart, the new

intercept also needed to be adjusted to an easy-to-use

number. As the scores in the score chart were equal to

the regression coefficients multiplied by 5 and rounded

to the nearest integer (Fig. 1), the new intercept was

adjusted to -7 (-1.31 * 5 = -6.55 = -7). For

example, for the female patient discussed in the legend

of Fig. 1, the adjusted prediction model summed up to

0.53, yielding a risk of 1/(1 ? e-0.53) = 63% (vs. 80%

before updating) (Fig. 1). Using the simplified score, the

total sum score was 2, which leads to a risk of

postoperative pain of 60%.

The calibration plot of the updated model in the vali-

dation set is shown in Fig. 2c. As expected, the updated

prediction model resulted in lower predicted risks and a

calibration line that was much closer to the ideal line.

Discrimination

The AUC of the original prediction model (before updat-

ing) in the validation set was 0.65 (0.57–0.73), compared to

0.71 (0.66–0.76) in the development set. Adjustment of the

intercept, i.e., adding or subtracting a fixed value for each

Table 1 Distribution of the

characteristics of patients who

underwent surgery in the

Amsterdam cohort between

April 1997 and January 1999

and patients who underwent

surgery in the Utrecht cohort

between February and

December 2004; % (n) unless

stated otherwise

NRS numeric rating scale;

APAIS Amsterdam preoperative

anxiety and information scale.

Reprinted with permission from

Janssen et al.32

a Mean (standard deviation)

Patient characteristics Amsterdam cohort

1997–1999 (n = 1944)

Utrecht cohort

2004 (n = 1035)

Female gender 57 (1110) 58 (596)

Age (years)a 43 (15) 47 (16)

Preoperative pain score (NRS)a 3.0 (2.7) 3.4 (2.9)

Type of surgery

Lowest expected incidence of pain 4 (72) 9 (92)

Low expected incidence of pain 30 (590) 29 (297)

Medium expected incidence of pain 18 (348) 19 (200)

High expected incidence of pain 35 (671) 33 (339)

Highest expected incidence of pain 14 (263) 10 (107)

Ambulatory surgery 28 (549) 43 (444)

Expected incision size C10 cm 37 (724) 7 (67)

APAIS anxiety scorea 9.4 (4.0) 9.5 (3.9)

APAIS need for informationa 6.5 (2.2) 6.2 (2.3)

Severe acute postoperative pain, NRS C 6 62 (1205) 36 (374)
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subject, did not change the ranking of the predicted risks of

the subjects. Thus, the AUC of the model was unaltered,

and the AUC of the updated model was also 0.65 in the

validation set.

Discussion

It is important to improve the scientific approaches for

evaluating the generality of prediction models, since, on

the one hand, we observe an increased attention for pre-

diction models in the literature and in clinical practice, and,

on the other hand, we often encounter poor accuracy of a

model in new subjects. Therefore, developing and

improving methods for validation and updating of predic-

tion models will be relevant to many clinical domains

dealing with diagnosis and prognosis of patients. If a model

in new patients does not show sufficient performance at the

outset, an alternative to developing a new model would

initially be to adjust or update the previously developed

prediction model(s) with the new data so as to improve its

calibration and/or discrimination, provided that the initial

model was appropriately developed.24,25,37–39 The updated

model should be based on additional patient data yielding

better risk estimates and should be easily transferred to

other, yet untested, populations.

In our study, the model showed disappointing calibra-

tion due to a difference in outcome incidence. It must be

noted that calibration would not be adversely affected if the

difference in incidence were due only to differences in

patient characteristics (predictors) included in the model.

For example, if the lower incidence in the validation set

was the result of a larger proportion of older patients (who

experience postoperative pain less frequently, as reflected

by a regression coefficient of -0.009 per year) or a larger

proportion of patients experiencing a type of low pain

surgery (regression coefficient of 0.50 compared to 1.72 for

highest pain surgery), the (mean) predicted risks in the

validation set would also be lower, thus closer to the

observed frequencies. Accordingly, the calibration plot of

the model in the validation set would be comparable to

Fig. 2a. However, the mean predicted risk in the validation

Fig. 2 Calibration line of the original prediction model in the

development set (a), in the validation set (b), and the calibration line

of the original prediction model with adjusted intercept in the

validation set (c). Triangles indicate the observed frequency of severe

acute postoperative pain per decile of predicted risk. The solid line

shows the relation between observed outcomes and predicted risks.

Ideally, this line equals the dotted line that represents perfect

calibration, where the predicted risks equal the observed frequencies

of severe postoperative pain. Reprinted with permission from Janssen

et al.32
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set of the model (57.7%) was substantially higher than the

observed frequency (36.1%). Hence, the lower postopera-

tive pain incidence in the validation set and the

overestimation by the model cannot be explained by the

predictors; therefore, they must be the result of character-

istics that were not included in the model. For example, the

hospital used for the development study may have used less

aggressive pain treatment than the validation hospital. Note

that the presented correction factor is not applicable when

the outcome frequency is extremely low (below 5%) or

extremely high (above 95%). For extreme outcome fre-

quencies, the correction factor can be estimated by fitting a

logistic regression model with the linear predictor of the

prediction model (as offset) as the only covariate in the

new patients. For further elaboration, we refer to the

literature.24,25

Adjustment may vary from simply updating the inter-

cept (or constant) of the model for differences in outcome

frequency, as we illustrated above; to adjusting the relative

weights of the predictors in the model, in case the associ-

ations of the predictors are different in the new population;

to adding new predictors, in case an important predictor

was overlooked. We showed that a simple intercept

adjustment can greatly improve the performance of a pre-

diction model in new patients. However, such adjustment

only improves the calibration of the model. Usually more

rigorous adjustments are needed to enhance a model’s

discrimination, for instance, adding (previously missed)

important predictors to the model.24,25 It is recommended,

however, that a considerably updated model be again val-

idated in other populations. Furthermore, we stress that

updating methods require the original regression formula

of the prediction model, as exhibited in the Box 1. This

means that researchers developing prediction models

should not only present the simplified risk score of their

model, as frequently occurs, but should also present the

underlying regression model. We refer to the literature for

a more comprehensive discussion of available methods for

updating prediction models.24,25

It would be useful if we could describe the calibration

plots that call for different updating methods. Unfortu-

nately, it is not as straightforward as it may seem, since, for

example, it is not possible, based on the calibration plot, to

choose between the updating method where additional

predictors are considered, and the updating method where a

predictor that is already in the model is re-estimated. When

there is only a difference in incidence, as in our clinical

example, the calibration plot may indicate the method of

updating. However, this updating method cannot improve

the discrimination. Therefore, the researcher must consider

whether the discrimination and/or the calibration needs to

be improved, whether a change in measurement may have

caused a decreased discrimination and/or calibration, and

whether there are potential predictors available that may

improve the discrimination and/or calibration. Therefore, it

is not possible to recommend the type of updating purely

based on the calibration plot.

Recent methodological advances in prediction research

may see future prediction models being continuously val-

idated and updated, while quantitatively maintaining all

available evidence. The extent to which this process of

model validation and updating must be pursued before

clinical application is justified is yet unknown and a topic

for further research. Although our paper relates to the

preoperative prediction of severe postoperative pain, it may

serve as a practicable contribution to improving the vali-

dation and use of prediction models in other medical

domains, including perioperative emergency medicine and

surgery.
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